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by Francis J. Allman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Last week students and faculty at UCF had 92,000
reasons to question whether the priorities of the university were misplaced. Now, it seems, that number
• has been reduced by about half.
A controversial decision by interim president Robert
Bryan to transfer $92,000 from the academic fund to
cover a portion of a projected deficit in the athletic
department had many students outraged.
Dr. Richard Astro, provost and vice-president for
• academic affairs, announced Thursday that the amount

has been reduced to about $45,000. Melissa Pellegrin,
Dr. Glenn Cunningham, president of Faculty Sena junior majoring in English, offered one of the more ate, said that when the original transfer was anreserved responses to the news.
~~~~~~~~~ nounced by Bryan in a senate meet"Apparently, people are losing sight of
ing, "Several of the faculty made it
"rle:vvi/o a
wh at college is all about," she said.
ri...,...,~Jt;;
. quite clear they were opposed to the
A junior majoring in English education,
/osing sight of
idea." He added, however, that no
Shanon Poling, said, "Call me idealistic, but
official protest from the senate would
I came to UCF expecting to learn. I did not
what college is a/I be forthcoming.
intend to sacrifice my classes so the athletic
about."
Dr. Karen Biraimah, president of
department could go play."
the UnitedFacultyofFlorida, the union
- Melissa Pellegrin that represents many ofthe university's
Students are not the only ones unhappy with
the prospect of using academic funds t.o pay for
ENGLISH MAJOR
$92,000 continued page 5
athletics.Manyofthefacultyarealsodispleased. - - - - - - - •

StudentteaiulOses
debate, trip money
by Sandra Pediclnl
STAFF REPORTER
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debate team
.... "- ,/" will
stay
Student
home during
Government the national
1
finals because Student Government Senate denied some ofthe
funding the team requested t.o
attend.
·
The senate voted to cut $495
the debate team requested for
hotel costs. Many of the senators cited the senate's spending
policy, which states thatSGdoes
not give money to clubs and
• organizations for hotel costs.
But Ma:rk Deutsch, who introduced the bill requesting
nearly $1,800, said that three
members would be unable to
attend the national conference
without the money.
The members just recently
amassed enough points from
, regional and state competitions
to attend the national competition this week, where they would
compete against schools such as
Harvard.
Deutsch said that because the
members only recently found
out they would attend nationals, they do not have time to
raise money. He also said the
• members can not afford to pay
for the costs themselves.
'Thesepeoplearepoor,"he said
But senators still objected t.o
throwing out the spending policy.
Greg Memory said he found
it hard to believe that the members could not find some way to
fund the hotel expenses.
"If it's such a great competition and it's such a great honor,
I think everyone can pitch in
and come up with that money,"

Memory said.
Ana Bugdadi agreed that the
students should be able to come
up with the money themselyes.
"They're going to ask their
mom and dad ... they're going to
do something to raise the
money," she said.
·
Bugdadialsosaidthattheother
members of the team not attending the conference should pay t.o
help the other members out.
"Iftheir20membersdon'thave
confidence enough that they can't
rally in their own group, then I
don't want my constituents t.o pay
for it," she said.
Senat.ors considered funding
the entire trip and taking the
money cut from next year's Activity and Service Fee budget, but
AttomeyGeneralBobChenysaid
that action would constitute illegal transferring offunds from one
fiscal year t.o the next.
After the vote, debate team
coach Tami Mullens and some
senators expressed their displeasure with the senate.
Mullens said that the team
had cut the expense request as
much as possible before bringing it before the senate.
"The only way... for them to
go is for me to put another $500
on my Visa, which probably
means 'no' for these guys,"
Mullens said.
Mullens said there was no
way the team members could
raise the money by dedline.
"They're devastated," she
said. "For most people, it's a
once-in-a-lifetime chance to go
tho the nationals."
Members of Pi Sigma Epsilon came away from the senate
meeting a little happier than
the debate team; the senate deSG continued page 4

ART DESIGN
Alicia Erickson, a senior majoring in Spanish, paints a sign for the second annual
~eadersh!P Conference Friday. <Micha•• 0eH0091FuTURE)

UCF drops anchor downtown
Center to increase involvement between university, community
by Jena Schillings
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF is branching out into
downtown Orlando.
During the past yeal" a committee has been formed to determine the involvement that
UCF should have in downtown
Orlando. The committee decided
that a university center would
help to improve oui service to
the Central Florida area.
The center will be located on
30 W. Pine Street. UCF will be
renovating the Carey Hand Fu-

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

neral Home, bringing it up t.o
required specifications to tum
it into a downtown center.
The building is owned by the
Downtown Development Board
and recognized as a historical
site. Once renovated, the center
will house offices, conference
rooms and classrooms for academic programs.
Dr. Tom Shostak of the CenterforContinuing Ed~cation has
been working closely with the
development of the new center.
"We are hoping to attract
people from downtown to use

this as a community center,"
Shostak said. "There will be a
retail store next to it, something
like It's Academic."
The point of the facility is to
be a contact for UCF with the
city and the business community. Dr. John Bolte, vice president of administration and finance, said that "people in the
downtown area may become students if immediate access is
available to them."
The renovation of the Carey
DOWNTOWN cx:>ntinued page 5
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COMING WEDNESDAY MARCH 25tl1 ...
PART-TIME & SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
•

•

..
SPONSORED BY THE UCF CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
A CHANCE FOR UCF STUDENTS AND EMPLOYERS TO MEET AND DISCUSS PART-TIME
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

•

PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS

•

CITY OF ORLANDO RECREATION BUREAU SEA WORLD .
FLORAFAX INTERNATIONAL
THE SOUTHLAND CORP.
FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION
SUNBANK, N.A.
J.T. MERCHANDISE SERVICES, INC.
TEMPTALENT, INC.
KELLY TEMPORARY SERVICES
TRANSWORLD/TEMPTRONICS
MARTIN MARIETTA
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
NAVAL RESERVE RECRUITING COMMAND VISTANA RESORT
RADIO SHACK
WALT DISNEY WORLD COMPANY
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

•

LOCATION: College of Business Ad111inistration Building Atriun1
TIME: 9:00 AM TO 12:00 NOON
·

Fo~

•

Further Information, Contact the Part-Time Desk in the_ Career Resource Center, Admin. Bldg., Room 124, Phone 823-2732

•

•
•

•
•
•

Special Event:Inmrovisational comedy

•

SPORTS
9P.M~

GET YOUR TICKETS NOW!!

, mIJ

~

tll'J111EllEENS

•
•
•

•
•
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•
•

•
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Middle school g..oup
lost, found in woods
by Francis J. Allman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In the 14th century, Dante
foundhirnself'lostinadarkwood."
In a scene right out of Dante's
"Inferno," seven students, one
teacher and one chaperone from
an Orange County middle school
found themselves lost in the
woods of the Arboretum
Wednesday afternoon.
The group was part of a field
trip of about 50 students from
Meadowbrook Middle School
that took the excursion as part
ofa nature study.
"It [the Arboretum] was supposed to be the perfect place to
observe plant life," said school
principal Larry Fox. "They got
an up-close look at plant life,
all right."
Lieutenant Michael Zelanes
of the UCF Police Department
said that the group became lost
at about 3 p.m. "We got the
report at about 3:30 and sent

two officers in to try and find
them.
Zelanes said the group had
been lost for a little more than
an hour before officers were able
to locate them. He was not immediately sure how the group
became lost. "Apparently there
was a slight separation in the
group," he said. "And maybe a
wrong turn or two."
Officer Hugh Eighrnie and
CorporalJamesMeekswer~the

officers who located the group .
"We checked all the trails
we could get to with our fourw heel drive first," said
Eighmie.
'\Vhenitbecameevidentthe
group was not on a trail, the
officers went in onicot. "Wegot
back in there about threefourths of a mile and heard
some yelling," Eighmie said.
"We couldn't tell ifit was them
or if it was coming from the
soft.ball fields."
The group left. clues for their

Chase 1, an Orange County Sheriffs helicopter, flies above the arboretum to give
direction to lost children Thursday. (J.c. smtthlFUTURE)

tom scraps of paper on the "At times we were up to our waists
ground as sort of a trail," in mud.We had to pick the kids up
Eighmie said. "We followed it to out of the mud as we walked."
Eighmie said the morale of
the end and from there we could
hear them yelling."
the students and adults was
Locating the group, however, good throughout the ordeal.
turned out to be only half of the "They were scared and a little
problem. "Aft.er we found them, cut up, but they were real troopit took us half an hour to even ers. I was very impressed."
As the group made its way
get to them," Eighmie said.
"They could not have been in a out of the woods, the Chase 1
helicopter made a landing in
worse area."
Chase 1, a helicopter from the parking lot just north of the
the Orange County Sheriff's Utility Plant Building, treating
Office, was called in to assist in the crowd ofon-lookers that had
the search; but since the UCF gathered to a sight not frepolice officers had already lo- quently seen on campus.
The group's injuries, though
cated the group, the helicopter
was used, instead, to point the not serious, were treated at the
scene by members of the Orway out of the woods.
It took another hour for the ange County Fire Department.
One day aft.er the incident,
officers to finally navigate
through the thick underbrush Fox said that everyone involved
and mud and lead the group to was fine. "We had some parents
Paramedics clean scratch wounds on the children, teacher and chaperone lost in the - safety. ''We were in the middle that were concerned, but everyUCF arboretum Thursday. (J.c. smtthlFUTURE)
'
of a big swamp," Eighmie said . one is OK"

•

'

rescuers that helped in locating
them. "'\Vhat they did was leave

4
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Police find stolen
Pike bike mi campus
by Jennifer Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

A bicycle
stolen from
the Pi Kappa
Alpha Frater.....~.._................ nity House
~--....Ill!!! was
recovered on campus last week.
The owner ofthe bike, J runes
C. Taylor, saw another student
riding his bike near the metered
lot on March 17.
The student riding the bike,
Chau M. Cao, said he bought
the bike for $15 from a garage
sale on Colonial Drive in January, buthadjustrecently started
riding the bike to school.
"I pass it [the garage sale] on
the way home from work every
weekend There are always lots of
thingsoutthereforsale,"Cao said
Cao said the garage sale was
in front of a motor home and
thattherewerethreeotherbikes
for sale on the srune day.

Taylor said he recognized the
bike as his even thought it was
. painted a different color. _
"When I had it, the bike
looked good. It was baby blue,"
Taylor said. The bike is now
painted silver.
According to Taylor, his bike,
along with three others, was stolen from the Pike house during
Spring Break. 1he bike, valued at
$250, has been impounded until
Taylor can prove ownership.
A stereo speaker was also
stolen form the Pike house During Spring Break.
According to police reports,
Jrunes Driscoll and his roommate noticed the speaker missing when they returned to their
room after break.
There was no sign of forced ·
entry into the room, according
to police reports. Driscoll said
the room was locked when he
left and nobody other than he
and his roommate had keys to
the room.

SG
FROM PAGE 1
cided to give them the entire
amount they requested to send
the business fraternity's officers to a national conference.
There was some debate on
whether the senate should cut
some of the funding from the
registration fees because food
was included in registration
costs. It is against senate policy
to pay for food.
Some senators said that by
payingforregistration costs, the
senate would be violating its
spending policy. But other senators argued that the luncheons
that were included in registration were opportunities to hear
speakers and attend workshops;
they also said that it would be
impossible to figure how much
ofthe registration fee would pay
for food at the luncheons. The
senators voted to fund the entire conference.
PSE president Georgie Chong
said she was happy with the
decision.
"I think our reputation beholds us," she said.

GAMES PEOPLE PLAY

Reach Out
With Love
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United Way
THE HEART

OFFL\?RIDA
ORANGE · OSCEOLA · SEMINOLE

l

For All Your

Eye Care Needs.

••

• Complete Eye Exams
• Contact Lenses
• Prescription Glasses
• Sunglasses

200Jo OFF EYEWEAR FOR
ALL UCF STUDENTS

There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.

..

2911 Red Bug Road• Casselberry• (407) 695-2020

Major Credit Cards Accepted

STUDEN.T
LEGAL SERVl.C ES

~

~'
eJ

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS WI1H
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LANDLORD(IENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC &
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF
CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY· FRIDAY 8AM-SPM
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the
Student Government Association

r

-
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Kaplan is the industry leader.
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates prove
wc'.vc got che expertise and resources it takes to help
studcn cs succeed.
3403 Technological Plaza Orlando, Florida
(407) 273 - 7111
!Mile Wast of UCF

Kaplan Test Prep
.10' The Answer

© 1992 Stanley H. Kaplan E<luc1rional Center I.ed.
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hood would stand.
tion that the athletic departr
"We simply cannot run a defi- ment shortfall had anything to
FROM PAGE 1
cit," he said. "I don't think any- do with the paucity of classes
faculty, said she was encour- body is happy about it."
being offered this summer.
Hitt stressed that although
"Let's be fair now," he said.
aged that not as much money as
originally projected was being thefundswerebeingtransferred "Within this fiscal year, the·
funneled to athletics.
to athletics, they ~~~~~~~~~ year the transfer
"We [the UFF] would like to arestillbeingused
will take place,
"/ don't think
there was actually
see it all returned to instruc- for an academic
tion where it rightfully be- purpose. "They
anybody is
an increase in
longs," she said. "The adminis- will be used to pay hannv about it." classesoffereddur,.,,.,J
ing the summer."
tration is taking steps to do foracademicassisSummer Aand
that, and this is something we tance of studentwould encourage."
• John Hitt Dterms, which get
athletes," he said.
One professor, who spoke on
This statement
UCF PRESIDENT
most or all of their
funding from the
the condition ofanonymity, said, by Hitt brought a
"Students have to come first. severe response • • - • • • • • • 1991-1992budget,
It's the ine<luity and injustice of from Betty Donald, a senior showed a _22 percent increase
it that bothers me. The students majoring in English education. over last year. However, sumhave no voice." The professor "! just wish the school looked mer terms have been cut by
added, "We all have a budget, out for the regular students as 331 classes over last year.
Hitt said the shortfallin athand we have to stick to it. Why well as they do the damn athdon't they [the athletic departr letes. Athletics at UCF are noth- letics is not something unique
ment] have to stick to theirs?" ing but a black hole the·univer- to that department. "The truth
New PresidentJohnHittin- sity keeps dumping funds into," is that other departments have
herited Bryan's decision, she said.
overruns also," he said. "It's
which, he said, in all likeliHitt bristled at the sugges- not fair to say the athletic de- ·

$92,000

5

partment is the only one to golf tournament that brought
ever overrun a budget. Some- in some income."
times anticipated revenue isn't
Hitt said that steps are erealized."
ing taken to ensure there is
Athletic Director Gene Mc- not a recurrence of the funding
Dowell said that the situation situation in the athletic department.
was blown out of proportion.
"Way too much was made of
"I've talked to Gene McDowthis to start with," he said. 'We · ell ~ and we're working to keep
always run projec- ~~~~~~~~~ this from happentions; it's just good
in g agai n ," he
"We're working said.
business."
feverish/y ... to
Astro said the
McDowell said
the truth of the
administration is
fix this."
matter is that no
contin uin g to
accurate projecwork on the ath• Gene McDowell letic department
tions of the short-.
fall can be made at
ATHLETIC 01 RECTOR
deficit in hopes of
this time.
further reducing
"It's way too • • • • • • • • • the a mount of
early to know where we are on funds that need to be transthat," he said. "We're working ferred-from academics.
feverishly, like a bunch ofbea"My goal is zero," he said.
"My goal is for them to be like
vers, to fix ,this."
"We will know a lot more [the Universityof1 Florida and
aftertheNightoftheKnights," give us some money to teach
he said. "We also just had a classes."

DOWNTOWN
FROM PAGE 1

Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch~

0. , ,Sometimes

road trips can be a little more adveriturous than

yo~

:t ··~&.:;~M~~~:=tts:;r··

expect them to be. Which is·why you should always pa~k your AT&T Calling Card. D

Its all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Its the least
expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now,

you could also get 10% back •

on all the long distance calls you make with

your card~ D The AT&T Calling Card.**

Hand building will provide space
for the following services:
•Five classrooms for courses
to be offered by the College of
Business, the College of Health
and Public Affairs, the College
of Education and other.
•A large conference room on
the first floor for workshops and
seminars focusing on busmess
and government.
• A library that will provide
services for the downtown area
as a whole as well as the students attending the center. This
library will also be able to access
the main campus Libr ary
through the LUIS system.
• .A media center that wil1
control the video classes shown
at the downtown site and all
audiovisual equipment.
•A break room for students
to relax in during the day and in
the evening.
The building ha!) been given
to UCF by the Community Redevelopment Agency, which is
part ofthe City ofOrlando. Funding for the Downtown Center
will cost about $1.6 million.
Part of the money is coming
from the Public Education Capital Outlay list, which is an organization for the Post Secondary
Community. The building is on
Florida's priority list and will
be finished in July of 1994.
The rest of the money is coming from part of the Capital
Improvement Fund for buildings in Florida. Although the
renovating has not been officially stMted, during the next
year architectural plans will be
written, and construction will
begm in the s~condyear.

Its the best route to wherever you're going.

Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card.
Call 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 5915.
•Must make at least $30 worth of AT&T Long Distance Calls with your AT&T Card per quarter. Calls covered by special
AT&T pricing plans are not included.
• • ~~~Jt~~~ampus residents may place d1rect-d1aled calls using Unrvers11y and AT&T ACUS5 " service.

" ":""

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT

m

FO~Sf

e

ARES.

A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service and
~,:;~ your State Forester
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Load your weapons,
registration worsens
as $3-4 million -cut
ccording to our new president, "Students
need to speak up." OK, here we go: THERE
IS A PROBLEM WITH OUR BUOOET.
PLEASE FIND HEIP.
President John Hitt was responding to the recently announced $3 to $4 million budget cuts. Of
course it will be no problem to decide what to cut.
Considering that Florida is already ranked-No. 50
in the nation for money allocated to funding for
students, how much further can we go? Not niuch.
But apparently we could drop even lower.
Dr. Hitt plans on dealing with the situ~tion.
How can the students ·deal with it? Already our
summer classes have been put to the grindstone.
Class sizes have reached the classroom maximum
and students are waiting semesters to get needed
classes. So what now? Hire professors on our own?
Tuition has increased every semester and will
continue, what more can be asked?
Here is what can be asked...
One - having a full selection of classes would
help students to graduate. This would include
offering all of the classes needed for every major
offered to graduate. This might release some of the
tension during add-drop times. Some students
have been known to create 'accidents' for those who
have their needed classes. Definitely the number
of hit ancl runs will decrease.
Two - if a policy is going to change about ANYTHINGwithadministration, then the students should
be clearly informed. This should also include where_
oneranfindoutadditionalinformation,ifneeded. Th.is
policy might help to clear up the confusion about the
foreign language requirement.
Three -if we're going fo pay more, let's at least
keep the SAME class size as opposed to increasing
every semester. Students don't like to sit in a class
and feel as though the professor won't even recognize them. This is not to mention the fact that the
amount of time for student/teacher interaction is
lessened Also, students tend to doze when the
class reaches more than 60. How can a professor be
expected to teach English literature to 70 or 80 students; better yet, how much will the students retain?
Four - ensuring that once a student gets into
the senior year of schooling that they can get that
advanced registration promised. This may also
decrease the amount of tension on campus. But it
may only cut the number of suicides. ·
Actually, the number of things that need to be
improved is endless. Florida is declining. The university system is only a shadow of a bigger problem, a fallen education system. To put it simply,
our education has fallen and can't get up.
Dr. Hitt is our middle man. He is here to explain
why and help to cushion.t he blow, but he can only
take so much. (Don't feel sorry for him; he knew
'What we was getting into when he took the job and
he has past experienced with severe budget cuts.)
Is it fair to ask our state and federal budget to be
overhauled?
Yes. Now is the time to realize ,that we are
reaching a point of no return. Soon the only thing
left to cut will be the students, paying or not.
But Hitt was right to ask students to speak.
Having a rally is great, but you need to continue
the pressure. Only through continued assault on
our legislatures will any change occur. Students
are leaving high schools unable to read. Students
are graduating college without feeling prepared
for their careers.
Only through regaining pride in education will
any change occur. Students, professors, and tax
payers alike need to join together to force our
legislators to their knees, only then will we see any
change in this spiraling decline in education.
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• BELLIGERENCE FUELED

thQught that you were making an drive home drunk and run into
insightful
discovery about the dan- my mother or for that case anyEditor:
gers
of
driving.
Unfortunately, you one I know because of your "reI am writing in response to the
managed
only
to prove the igno- sponsible choice," you'll be lucky
article written by Ed Bowes titled
rance
of
your
upbrfoging.
if the police find you before I do.
"Godzilla movie reflects J a.pan's atWhile
I
do
not
believe
that
anyone
titude toward America."
David W. Overstreet
It saddens me to think the tone of would disagree that driving is a dangerous
endeavor,
for
someone
to
inel..ementary
education
the article reflects the attitude of
the
likelihood
of
an
accident
crease
many more Americans like Ed
by getting behind the wheel after • CORRECTION NEEDED
~owes. rm not sure .i f it's malice or
just ignorance, but Mr. Bowes u~s drinking alcohol is inexcusable.
You have the nerve to say, "It's Editor:
the term "Jap" in the article seven
The photograph of "The
understandable why a drunk may
times.
Bent"
polishing on the front page
"Jap" is an offensive, degrading, lri:ll himself and others by his im- of the Feb. 2ei edition was nice
insulting and racists term that was paired vision and mental stupor... " publicity for the Engineering
used during WW II. It is the equiva- What are you thinking?
Who should find this understand- Honor Society, Tau.Beta Pi. But
lent of referring to African-Amerithere were inaccuracies in the
cans as "Niggers," Hispanics as able - the 100,000 people who lived photo caption that I feel compelled
"Spies," and European-Americans aft.er being involved in a drunk driv- to comment on.
ing accident or maybe the family and
as "White Asses."
Three times in the caption, Tau
friends
of the 24,000 people killed by
I think Mr. Bowes' article offers
Beta
Pi is referred to as a fraterlittle ·in analysis, but instead his drunk drivers last year? I see your nity. This is not correct because
macho and inflammatory remarks point; ·what's not to understand, "fraternity" implies a social orgado nothing but help to ignite the people can ta.\e a dangerous thin? nization comprised entirely of
anti-Asian fervor that has turned like driving then understandably males. Tau Beta Pi is a national
violent recently and already claimed decide to make it worse by getting engineering , honor society that
the lives of Asian-AMERICANS in intoXicated before driving. Yeah, that recognizes outstanding scholarDetroit and Califomi~. I would not makes sense.
You are very confused; you seem ship and servi~e to campus and
call words, taken out ofcontext, belligcommunity. Its membership is
erence on the part of Japanese offi- to nnderstand the dangers of driv- _ nearly equally split be~ween men
cials, but the racist backlash felt by ing, and that is good~ How do you and women. There are more than
AsianshereinAmericathatMr.Bowes then come to the opinion that if you 200 collegiate chapters of Tau
helps fuel and legitimize, I would call decide to get drunk before driving, Beta Pi in the United States.
well then you have a good excuse to
belligerence.
Secondly, the captain identifies
kill? Seek help for that logic, please.
the
Bent as being located in front of
As for your poignant tip about
Joseph J. Morerw
CEBA
II. Actually it is in front of
radio/TV staying off the road early in the the Engineering Building(formerly
mornings, my mother happens to
be a nurse, spending time putting called CEBA I).
Again, we appreciate the nice
together the parts of people who
• IGNORANT UPBRINGING
publicity
provided by an excellent
made, what you referred to as, a
but would like to corphotograph
Editor:
responsible decision to "wait for
the
inaccuracies
in the caption
rect
Chris Puchala, you may think theearlymomingdrive home." She,
that your witty satire about the because of her work hours, often
E. Ramon Hosler
sober driver would make us curl has to drive home in the early mornprofessor
ofengineering
up in laughter, or maybe you ing hours. Ifyou do decide to wait to
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Chaos reigns supreme at UCF's Office of Financial Aid
Charles K. Morrow
ROCKIN' THE BOAT
feel like Robert DeNiro in"Awakerrings." After three
months of nightmarish frustration, my financial aid
disaster is over. rm the type that likes to do everything early, especially when it comes to the financial
aid office. My SAR's are always in on time, deferments are
filled out, and I always check with the office to ensure my
file is up to date and complete.
Let me just say that the best laid plans of mice and
students will tum to crap when given the opportunity.
Earlier in the semester my financial aid was delayed.Not knowing the reason, I asked my friendly and
helpful student assistant at the financial aid office. He
pulled up my file and my pre-approved Stafford loan
had been rejected. Since he was the expert, I asked him
why this had happened. "I don't know," he responded.
I then asked if there was anyone there who could. He
disappeared and when he reappeared he told me that
the loan officer had found out that my loan was rejected
because my previous loans were defaulted.
·
It seemed odd that my loans were defaulted since I
had turned in my deferment forms. So I called Student
Loan Services and was told my deferments had not
arrived yet, and I was put on pre-claim status. Pre-

I

claim status is when your loans are turned over to a
collection agency and your aid file gets a deathmark in
the student loan computers in Jacksonville.
Anon-ending phone tag session between Student Loan
Services, The Department of Education and my lender
bank.had begun. I wasbecomingadesperateperson;noone
at the financial aid office had a clue to what was going on.
All they could offer was to retransmit my loan to my lender
bank, which wasn't going to lend me squat
I finally found a compassionate soul at the Education Department. He had located my deferments and
personally sent them to my lender bank and to Student
Loan Services. I then called my lender bank and they
confirmed that my checks were issued and on their way.
It only took three months and more than 35 calls to
the various institutions that control my financial destiny. I had called Student Loan Services so many times
that some of the operators knew my na~e after I had
giv~n them half of my _
social security number.
My checks arrived last Friday, but a letter I received
from the UCF Financial Aid Office caught my attention.
It was from Mary McKinney, the director of the
FinancialAid Office. Ms. McKinney's letter arrived two
weeks after all my mess had been cleaned up and my
check disbursement date letter had arrived.
The letter said that my student loans had defaulted.
Ms. McKinney advised me to contact my student lender

because according to her if I didn't call loan services I
would "seriously jeopardize" any future loans.
It's such a comfort to know that the financial aid office is
on top of the situation. What I wanted to know is why
couldn't they be so informative when I needed them?
Basically fve come to the conclusion that the financial
aid office is useless. The department is totally clueless as far
as rm concerned. If you have any questions other than "is
my file complete?", forget about any real help. I can't blame
all this on them. The administration won't send my deferments untilit's too late (deferments won'tbe sentuntilafter
add/drop has been completed).
The people at Student Loan Services don't care
about add/drop - they just want to know if rm registered so they can approve my deferment.
Thanks to the UCF bureaucracy I almost had my
student loan file ruined and all of my loans called in.
So to Ms. McKinney and the UCF administration, get a
clue, a sign from God or something. Because every time a
file gets screwed up, a student drops to complete poverty.
So, pull your collective heads out ofan orifice and try
to actually help someone when they need it. It might
not seem like an emergency to you, but it just might
keep you alive. Students don't want to graduate from
here tojust get a degree. They just want to get out as
fast_as possible so they can wake up from the nightmare
known as UCF and all the paper pushing.

Brain petrification proven to worsen witty conversation
Dave Barry

- Talkin<6toFamousPeopl~~

TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
· Today's social topic is: How To Make Small Talk
With Famous People.
You never know when you're going to be on
an elevator or in a public restroom and suddenly you
realize that you're standing next to a famous person
such as Walter Cronkite or the pope. When this happens, the important thing is to remain calm, act normal
and make an appropriate conversational remark such
as "How about those Sacramento Kings, your
holiness?" Or: "Walter Cronkite! You're still alive?"
The problem is that you can't always, on the spnr of
the moment, think ofremarks as appropriate as these.
Sometimes you panic and find yourself emitting remarks so profoundly inane that you would be embarrassed to say to your dog. Your dog would look at you
and think to itself, "I may lick myself in public, but rd
never say anything as stupid as THAT."
I had this very problem recently when I found myself
attempting to make small talk with Barbara Bush. I
swear I am not making this up. It happened in New
Hampshire back in February, when Mrs. Bush was
doing some primary campaigning for her husband,
George. He was also in New Hampshire that day,
campaigning with Arnold Scharzenegger on the inspirational theme: 'Trust Us, America! We're Rich Men
Who Talk Funny!"
Mrs. Bush, meanwhile, was going around in her
own motorcade, and I had decided to spend the day
riding along in the press van. We motorcaded to
receptions at three large Republican hom~s, one of
which had a welcoming display out front consisting
of two golf carts with American flags on them. It was
very attractive, although it did serve as a sobering
reminder that, in these troubled times, there are
some American families in the poorer areas that are
down to just the one golf cart.
Inside each home was a capacity crowd of New

HOW

TIIOROUGH ~1'

FASCINATJN0.

JEFF MACNELLYfTRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

Hampshire Republicans, engaging in typical GOPreception activities such as slam-dancing and getting
their noses pierced.
No, of course I am kidding. They were staDding
around wearing ties and dresses and being pillars ofthe
community and talking about what a Lovely Home it
was. I made a mental note never to hold a reception for
the first lady in our house, because I don't think it could
stand the scrutiny. We'd never get through the Secret
Service's Plumbing Security Check.
'This is Blue Rover," an agent would be saying into
his wrist microphone while using his other hand to
draw his gun. "I have a Hostile Fungus Condition here
on the main hall toilet."
But these lovely hames were all clean enough to
perform surgery m, and the people were all thrilled
to see Mrs. Bush, and there were little sandwiches
and pastries that even the press was allowed to eat.
So I was definitely enjoying myself until we got to the

last house, where Mrs. Bush met briefly with the
press in an upstairs study. Her official photographer
lined us up f<~r a group photograph, and I wound up
standing next to the first lady, the two of us sort of
facing each other, and I was seized by the overpoweringfeeling that I should say something. I could feel
my brain in there, flailing away, trying to think of
something that Mrs. Bush and I have in common,
and I heard myself saying:
"I shop in the same supermarket as your sonJeb."
"Big deal," said Mrs. Bush
No,I'msuresheTHOUGHTthat,butwhatshesaid,
politely, was: "Oh, do you?" A woman who can maintain
her composure when her busband is barfing on a
foreign lap of state is not going to be fazed by a
journalist babbling about what supermarket he shops
in. So she handled it very smoothly. "We saw Jeb
recently," she continued. "He just turned 39." Then,
clearly wishing to end this conversation, she turned
back toward the camera.
Obviously this was my cue to shut up. But my brain,
now completely panicked, was rummaging around in
its various lobes, desperately trying to think up a
response to the fact that Mrs. Bush's son had just
turned 39, and it grabbed the first think it came up
with, thereby causing me to emit the following statement, and I quote:
·
"He's very tall."
Perhaps you could come up with a dumber remark
to make to the first lady, but you would need the aid
of powerful computers. Mrs. Bush turned back to look
at me, and deep in her eyes I could see the look of a
woman who is wonderingif she should signal the Secret
Service to fetch the big net. She said:
"He didn't just grow this year."
And then the picture was over and Mrs. Bush was
gone, which is fortunate because there was a real
danger that my next statement would have involved
the Sacramento Kings.
So the lesson that we learn from all this is, ifyou have
to .m ake small talk with a famous person, you should
use your own brain, because mine is defective.
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA DELTA Pl
What a game! ADP 14 ZTA2. Everyone come out and support softball and
floor hockey. Congrats to our 3 OTeamers. AMI is ready to steal the Crown
Greek Week 92! n•
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Congratulations Alumni Brother Sam
Walton of Wal-Mart on receiving The
Presidential Medal of Freedom, the
highest civilian award in the country.
We R proud UR AKPsil
DELTA DELTA DELTA
Congratulations to all 92 Rho Chi's and
0-teamer's ; especially our awesome 1'.
's :Amy, Lisa, Julie,andKim(RhoChi's)
and Karen, Amy, Denise, Tracy, Julie,
and Becky (0-teamer's) We're proud of
you II!
DELTA GAMMA
Happy Birthday Shawna Lawshe &
Joanne Leonard. Founder's Day &
Greek Week-BIG. Keep saving cans.
We • you JoAnne Arnett and all committee chairs. The hard work will pay
off in April!! Happy Birthday to Delta
Gamma. Founder's Day was March
· 15th. 1873-1992 Delta Gamma #1 !
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Tour of City Hall today. Meet at Crazy
Wings at 2:15. Speaker Wed at 7:00
Pledges keep up the work You're almost
there. Proud to be a DeltaSig
DELTA UPSILON
Thanks ATn! Island Party was awesome.· Congratulations to our Floor
Hockey Team (We're losing by less
every time) Game Tonight
KAPPA SIGMA
SCOTT SAYS
We don't have any !*?@ MONEY
Pay Your I?#* Dues
I'm not writing any !?*#@ Checks
A.E.K.1'..B.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Congrats to the AXA Surf Tearn for their
victory over the break! Ranch dance is
this weekend. Break out the boots &
flannels. Keep up ~ good work hockey
teams. Write Todd.
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Larry R8dmon was incredible. Thanks to
Ted Crocket for all of his help and support. The retreat Sunday was awesome.
Brothers get pumped for Greek Week.
Don't forget these important dates: April
4th Greek Gloves & Fireman's Ball and
also Pl KE weekend is coming soon. May
2nd. Save those dollars. PIKE IS.IT. ..
. .AS USUAL.
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Special thanks to Mark Carpenter for his
hard work with speaker gala! Great Job
with YES seminar! Especially Bryan &
Jan isl Only two mc;>re weeks until ..... I
We're ready!
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON
St. Patty Party was great, thanks to all
who came. Congrats to the Big/little Bro
Sports winners. Softball Tues, come out
and support. We now have windows.
SIG-EP
Hey Greeks! Whars the best way to
kick off Greek Week this year?
Paint a fellow Greek of course.
Find out about UCF Painball Club's
Greek Splat 1992 (April 4)
Prove to your favorite foes just
who has the fastest gun and bring
back glory, trophies, prizes and
more to gloat about it! For more
info contact UCF PBC at 365-8406

Housemate(s) prefer Fem Kids OK Furn
Bdrm laundry facilities $280 inclu utl
near Fashion Sq 898-0396
Available now Private Rm+Bath in duplex Dean Rd $225 mo Rich 6n-1373
Stephen 657-5912

FOR RENT
Large 212 w/Private Balcony or Patio,
Large Kitchen, walking Distance to UCF.
Please ask about our Move-in Special
282-5657

Justin and Jason with the G-Money posse in full effect, bruther. (?) Dave, Happy 23rd you old b*tch. nAB You know
it! Advice for the week: You're up! (Yeah
YOU Winky) There's a Hoe in the
house. Check it! l:<l>E

212 Apt across from UCF. W/D, fans,
dishwasher, c/h/a. $450. 365-7532.

CLUB INFO

212 Duplex for Rent,. W/D Hook~p
Close to.School. $405/month Call 6579126 or 381-6294 Leave message

OUTLANDERS
Hey ladies! Where were you last week?
the M/F ratio was 7:11 The club is Co-ed,
ya know. Come out today,.4pm @Arboretum or see us tomorrow atthe Wellness
Expo.

1Bd 1BA Apt. Walk to UCF. Cat is OK.
Call 281-6545. $315/month

FOR SALE
King Size Oak Waterbed, New Mattress
& Heater. (8) ·Drawer Pedestal & Mir-

CLUB 20/20.
For PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVERS IN
FINANCE, MARKETING, & BUSINESS
with Defined Financial Horizons. Presently Screening Board Members, Info:
262-2699
Gay & Lesbian Student Union meets
regular1y/823-2117 (Ask for GLSU)
Join the UCF. BRIDGE CLUB
Meeting Tues. Mar. 31 @1pm Room
211 SC
Beginners to experts invited
Call Dr. Stem ext. 2076 for more info.
US ARMY ROTC and ASSOC. of US
ARMY
Present
Operation Decision
Army Branch Demonstration day
Gain a better understanding or what
the US Army branches do and how
their efforts brought about victory
in Desert Storm.
Spm to 7pm Fri. 27 March CEBA II
All students are invited to attend.
Hola Latino! HASA has its meetings all
Tuesdays at 4:00pm in the Student Organization Lounge Te Esperamos ...

ROOMMATES
Responsible M/F Roommate Needed
to share 2BD1 Den2Ba $265+ 1/2 Util

5 mi from UCF Call 282-3419
Welcome to the Machine ... M/F needed
for unique 3/2 progressive apt $200 +utl.
Wish you were hen~ .... 273-1681
Furnished Room for Rent ASAP for female student in Lake Mary. $300/mo

*** WP, EDfflNG: APA, llLA, etc.

indudes utilities, · full house privileges
Call 323-5185 after Spm
FINS-own room & bath $250+ 1/2 Util;
W/D, Dishwr, etc. Call Victoria658-1825

rored Headboard.
OBOPh#275-9721

Asking

$500

Tandy 1000 EX, 5 1/4 , 3.5, DMP130
Printer Modem, Color Monitor, 2 Joysticks, Memory Exp Card, Printer Case,
Plenty of Software, $900 OBO 2n-0998
or xO 123 ask for BW
New Condo 1 mile North of UCF A Buy
2 Bath 2Brm Spas Gym Tennis Porch
Alafaya & Palm Valley 366-7486
Bed Twin ~ingle Box Spring, Mattress
and Frame $50 6?1-9733.
Lot in Willa Lake, Oviedo 91X120Paved, Utilities, Small Lake, Nice Area
$43,900 Buy Now, Build Later and save.
Call 679-4684 Evening
Brand New 2-2 Condo Hunter's Reserve
Patios Pool, and Tennis in the $50's
One Mile North of UCF. 365-3664
Sailboat- 15' Cat Rigged, New Blocks
and Rigging. $1300 OBO. Trailer
included. -898-9450
Bike, "Club" FUJI, 12-Speed, 59cm,
Red, Great Shape. Use for fun or racing. Call 381-4498. $320 OBO
Acoustical Guitar-Used $100 658-1825
Mountain Bike 21" Marin 5 Mths old
with over 6 mths free maint and warranty like new $380.00 Eric 678-8723
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368-0538

HELP WANTED

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715
ATTENTION: Excellent Income
for home assembly work. INFO. 504646-1700. DEPT. P307
Responsible Students, To Help other
students find money for college. 1-900787-6972 $2 per minute
Students/Fundraisers-Eam money Selling tickets to upcoming "Beauty Expo".
Work your own schedule. No Money
Investment, Keep Half of amount collected 644-9916 for info
Summer internship available! Gain practical management experience in your
hometown. All majors may apply Call
now 1-800-443-3059.
Dance ins.tructor ne~ed-experienced
Part time Call Frankie 332-4455
NSAP need poster rep. No selling, great
pay, 4 hours per week. Call Phil 1-800343-5151.
Need highly motivated individual for
painters and crew chiefs. No exp necessary $5-$7hr Call 275-9801
Babysiiter(s) Mon Tues Eves and Occasional Days 895-1297

WANTED

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast•Professional•Accurate

LOWCOSTWORD PROCESS SERVICE:
no job is too large or too small,
1-2 cents/word,
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS,
407-423-8078.

KCO INC Typing/WP/OP/$1.50-$2.00
7440 University Blvd-Call 678-6735
Get your paper or thesis printed on laser in Word Perfect 5.1 . Fonts, spreadsheets, and graphs also available. $1.80
a page 366-7356

Word Express Etc.* Student Discounts
TermPapers*Reports*Theses*Resumes
HP Letter Quality*Laser Printing
Longwood Altamonte Area*767-9603

RESUMES-Typeset by pro Graphic Artist. FREE grammar/spell check $16.50/
pg. 3 mi. from UCF 672-2887.
Word Processing Word Perfect 5.0 Student Documents Call Patti 679-4595

Ovemite Babysitter Wanted
We need a Responsible, caring, Babysitter for our two elem. age Children 23 times a month. Pays well, 15 min.
from UCF, Tuscawilla Call George or
Anita 695-2475.

TUTORS
French Tutoring Helen 282-7428

SERVICES
Money for College-Guaranteed!! Undergrad, grad, _athletic funding searches.
Call 1-800-669-9419.

OTHER

SCHOLARSHIPS! Academic Scholar·
ship Resource Service is a computer·
ized scholarship matching organization.
Guaranteed a minimum of 6 sources or
refund money Call 327-2948

Free Doberman/Mix Puppies Good
home Needed. Call 677-8373. Leave
Message

SCHOLARSHIP SEARCH
& Financial Planning Report. Database
over 300K. Results guaranteed. $1000's
available. $54 fee. Call American Scholarship Assistance Program 1-800-5244894.

TYPISTS

E Orlando 1983 Concord 3 Bed 2 full
Bath Trailer. Tare over 165.00 or
10,000 on rented 3/4 acre Call 5682589.

-Ct THORNTON DESIGN GROUP-Ct

Technics Portable CD Player SL-XPSK
Cal Rick at 896-5932.

Call 382-0190
WORD PROCESSING-$3.00/page
DESKTOP PUBLISHING-$10/pg & up
·
Spellcheck -Ct Proof Session

PERSONALS
Wooooo Hoooo Hooo with you always!
You know it!
DANETTE, Although I had to do what I
did, I am sorry B

c'

PAT-You were great@ the Talent Show
I never knew you had such talent! Tonight is improv comedy: Theatre Sports
in the Wild Pizza@9PM, They Make it
up as they go along. Like us. C

'
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the local scene

UCF grad student collects
car plates for fun &: profit
A
Jennifer Schutte
finyone who has ever been on a
family vacation that included driving
for any length of time has probably
played the license plate game.
Mikhail strange country to see where it
For those unfamiliar with plate you want if you pay the President
Gorbachev.
came from."
the sport, the object is to find price," he noted.
J acobovitz is not alone. He
The most recent plate he
Jacobovitz has obtained most
as many license plates from as
many different states as pos- of his collection by writing let- belongs to the Automobile received was from the Repubters asking people to send him License Plate Collectors As- lic of Transkei.
sible.
sociation.
He said, "It's a little country
One UCF graduate student plates.
He acquired others from people
"There are over 6 ,000 that broke away from South
has taken this game a step
further; for Don Jacobovitz it who heard he was collecting them people in the world who be- Africa. I've got a lot of strange
or by trading.
long to ALP CA," he ex- little islands in the South Pahas be<lome a
"I have a guy in plained. "I'm always writing cific, too"
hobby and a paswho letters to them, always trad"I have a Florida quincen"It took me 17 Germany
sion. He collects
license plates.
comes
to
the
United
I
advertise
in
the
ALPCA
te.
n
ary plate. It's for the 500th
ing.
years to get the States once a year newsletter."
"A long time
anniversary ofColumbus comset. Today it's
to trade license
ago my grandfaEvery one of his license ing here. I got the number two
plates
plates.
He
buys
U.S.
has a story behind it. plate after they'd been selling
ther collected
worth about
"I got one plate from · a them for two months. Nobody
plates for 25 cents
them," he said.
$2,000."
·"That got me inand sells them at barber in the Pentagon. I knew they were there."
home for $10. It traded (a plate
Jacobovitz
terested."
said that not
Jacobovitz
__ Don Jacobovltz pays for his trip over from) Nevada
here."
for what he
"Once I fill up
many people reh
a
s.
UCF STUDENT
In
addition, thought was
alize
how many
been collecting
the space, I'll
different plates
there are adminis- Morocco. When
plates for 18
just keep them there are in
trative ways of collecting them. I looked it up, it
years.
· Florida alone.
"Anyone can write to the De- w·a s a United
"I st.arted when I was in college.
in boxes."
He's trying to
But actively, fve been doing this partment of Motor Vehicles for a States forces in
sample. They'll send you one for Morocco."
collect
one
for about four to six years."
"I have an
- Don Jacobovltz
Florida plate
Jacobovitz began his un- free," he said.
"I've written to every Ameri- East German
UCF STUDENT
from
each
usual hobby after collecting one
can embassy in the world and border guard licounty, year and
every foreign embassy in the cense plate.
of each type .
.11.. wuK
.l I
w
"We're in range of75 differthe set. Today it's worth about United States. I've written let- They don't make those any
ters to famous people and all the more. They don't need them," ent license plates that are
$2,000," he said.
he joked. "There are no more valid. Each year the legislaAccording to Jacobovitz, it's living presidents."
ture adds on six to eight more."
Among his collection are border guards."
not hard to get into license
Jacobovitz, who works for
Jacobovitz learns a lot
plate collecting, but, like any autographed plates from Paul
other pastime, it has its price. Simon and President George about geography through his the Department of Transportation, said the wall in his of"You can get any license Bush, and a Soviet plate from hobby.
"I will usually look up a fice is covered-with Florida li-plate you want if you pay the former former Soviet Union
cense plates.·
"It's a great conversation
piece," he said. "Some of the
plates were found alongside
the road by DOT employees."
The rest of his collection,
Jacobovitz displays on the
walls of his garage.
"Once I fill up the space, I'll
just keep them in boxes. I
haven't counted them,"he said.
"I probably have six to 800.
There are about 500 sitting on
111~

y~ans

~e1,,

Don Jacobovitz peers out from a wall of license plates in his house. His omce in the
Department of Transportation is similarly decorated. (Chari• K. 11orrow1FuruRE>

the floor. Those are 'traders.'
At one time I had 32 boxes of
ones to trade."
Compared to other collectors, J acobovitz is modest
about his trophies and doesn't
consider his collection very big.
"This is by no means a large
display. There are people trying to get every state every
year. I'm just trying to get one
from Florida every year.
Flotj.da license plates before
1950 are almost impossible to
find. They rusted out. There
weren't many cars back then,
either."
The 1930 plates seem to be
the most difficult for him, or
anyone, to get a hand on.
"Apparently they had a
problem with people stealing
license plates in the '30s. They
had a locking metal plate in
the back that locks onto the
bumper."
Next June, Jacobovitz's collection will go on display in
Orlando at the 83rd International Rotary Convention.
"I'm mounting my foreign
license plates on plywood," he
said. "We hope to have a license plate from every country
that will be represented. That's
about 178 countries. I need 52
or 53 to make it complete. I'm
also gonna put up one of every
state. I'm still missing 15 of
those. I'm going to do it for all
the Canadian provinces, Mexican states and the Australian
states, too."
Jacobovitz said that "there
is an end in sight."
"When they stop making
special event license plates and
when I get one from each country, I'm gonna stop."
He needs at least 75 more to
complete his collection.
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Capacity crowds at Take Eola attend the
third annual Orlando Shakespeare Festival

I

9t was at1 illOllY o~ ~kakiesperu.eoo pkopoktioos that
th~ CUC<J admuustftatton heQd a pkess conbeftence to
announce it is constdekmg cutting butuke bundtng bOk" the
©ftfondo gh~spefile ~stwaQ at the same ttme that
the annuaQ besttvaQ was getting undeft way.
CJhe doubQe biQQ Ob gh~speake. whtch each yeaft
beatuftes a comedy attd a tftaged~ opened thts wee~nd
at tl,e %Qt CDisney _c.Amphttheatek on ~a~ 8oQa
to capacity cftoWds and to Mfil seQQouts bOft two pkevtew
shows heQd on CWed11esdag and fllu11csda9 CJJoweve1r.
Wtth the budget cmnch Qoommg ovek the besfs butulle. we
may Mt get to see the two pfoys pQanned bOft n0(t yea1t
("CJ-Iarri.Qe( attd ~s SJou ~i~ 9( ). so you mtght want
to en1oy the show whiQe you ~an.
~ ROMEOANDJULIET~
Biii Cushing

The theme of Romeo and
Juliet, and the plight of the
young lovers, has long been
one ofboth popularity and great
misconception. FranooZefferilla's
film version o( the st.ory, made
more popular because ofit.s nude
bedroomscenethananythingelse,
gave audiences a youthful hero in
the idealistic and loving Romeo.
YetisRomeoreallyaromantic hero or a lustful young man
whose carbonating hormones
manage to get him deep into a
situation that proves, in the end,
to be self-destructive?
· According to Peggy Shannon,
director of the 1992 Orlando
Shakespeare Festival's rendition of the play, Romeo is more
of a libido going at full tilt. It is
.

~ .A

probably the more accurate interpretation of the story.
"Romeo and Juliet," the play
thatisthefestival'sinitialpresentation for this year, proves to be a
strongofferingfrom both the cast The Capulet fa.mily nurse (Lynn Brinkley) consoles Juliet (Lisa Colbert) after Romeo
and crew. From the openingfight is banished for the murder of Tybalt. ccourtesyJOsF oFFrcE)
between the Capulets and
Twooftheoomedicroles, thatof interesting twists to the story, and Jim Heisinger as Romeo's
Montagues to the final funeral
, march of the two young lovers Juliet'snurse(LynnBrinkley)and particularly as shecastMarkRec- cousin Benvolio worked well towhich acts to end the old feud the lecherous · old man of the tor as both Tybalt, the Capulet gether. Devon Schumacher's
between these two powerful Capulet family at the party that · who want.s to kill Romeo but is Sampson, the incompetent and
-Verona families, "Romeo and draws the two lovers together killed by him instead, and as the weak-brained servant to the
Juliet" is alternately captivating, (played by Orlando's own Paul Apothecary, the person who pro- Capulet family ,prese nted good
human, tense and humorous. The Wegman), proved to be real vides Romeo with the poison comic relief.
that will kill him. Whether this
In fact, the only weakness in
show has several standout per- crowd pleasers:
Wegman,infact,gaveashin- was simply a matter of casting this performance was Mark
formerswithMatthew Mabe'slUstfulandslightlypretentiousRomeo .ing pe:rformance as the wishy- convenience or her intention to Fortgang as Prince Escalus. I twas
washy Friar Laurence, whose have the same face present in hard to believe that this prince
as an excellent centerpiece.
LisaColbert'sJulietisastrong inability to make a decision does the two roles is irrelevant to its had the power to maintain order
within thewarringwallsofthecity.
figure who seems to draw much of as much to lead to the two to effect on the show.
That aside, however, this perThomas ~lly as Mercutio,
it from her equally strong-willed their demise as anything else.
Shannon's direction gave some Romeo's cynical but true friend, formance is one of excellence.
father,playedbyRainardRachele.
.

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DR"EAM ~
Forest's Spirits are dressed in
painter's overalls and wearing 1
If you're some sort of hardhats. Jim Helsinger's porShakespearean purist, you trayal of Francis Flute is one of
might not like Robert Hall's a muscle-bound, street-talking
direction of "A Midsummer Brooklyn tough, and the four
Night's Dream."
confused lovers are all in
However, if you believe as Yuppie drag with Demetrius,
Dr. StuartOmans, the festival's the Athenian being chased by
director, does, that "Shakespeare the love struck Helena, periis for all time," then this version odically stopping to revive himis fun. Go with it.
self from an asthma inhaler.
"A Midsummer Night's
The "orchestra" plays ajazzDream" has always been a infused soundtrack, and the
staple of Shakespeare's folio show even ends with the cast
since it is one of those works members of the play-within-apeople of any age can enjoy and play reciting Shakespeare to
learn from.
rap rhythms.
Hall proves its durability
One of the highlights of the
this year by completely mod- show was when Lynn Brinkley,
ernizing the costumes of its as Cobweb, sings. Her voice is
characters. In addition, she clean, clear and a pleasure to
infuses some 20th century at- hear.
mosphere to the work.
This was Shakespeare in •
In her rendition, Oberon's Harlem or the upper westside
Forest Denizens and the of Manhattan.
Biii Cushing

The5eus (Rainard Rachele) is surrounded by Oberon's Forest Denizens in "A Midsummer Night's Dream." (Courtesy/OSF OFFICE)

•

J
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Diverse and active crowd hears Otis Day
~ Otis Day and Knights, Cannibal and the Headhunters turn Junkyard into a regular 'Animal House' _
such stand-by favorites as sphere of this already intimate
One of the most interesting diately after the release of the
"Gimmie Some Lovin," "Twist club was a video of "Animal things about the show was the movie, he started getting calls.
"OTIS! MY MAN!" was the and Shout," "Proud Mary" and House" playing on TV screens make-up of the crowd Otis Day
"People started calling, sayas the band put andtheKnightsating, 'come play'."
call that went out as Otis Day the ever-popular
and the Knights took the stage "Shama
Lama
on its show.
tracted.Therewere
Acquiring the
"People were
Otis may be youngpeople,older "/love the whole rightstothename
at the Junkyard in Casselberry Ding-Dong."
last Thursday night.
_
raised on this missing a hair or folks, sailors and
Daytona and
Otis Day and the
Fromthemoment
After a very fine warm-up per- Otis and his band
movie.,,
two when com- some visitors from
area.,, Knights took a
pared to how he England. There
ui
while (Otis' real
• formance by Cannibal and the took the st.age, the
Headhwit.ers, Otis Day and his dance floor was
looked in the 1978 .was even one guy
name is Dwayne
reoonstituted Knight.s wowed an packed. Those who
• Otis Day movie
that who - from the
Jessie).
PERFORMER , launched his ca- looks
of his
·Otis Day
"It took about
• eclectic collection of fans, most of couldn'tfindroomon
but
that's
Peterbuilt
truck
PERFORMER
eight
years to theofficialdancefloor
reer,
whom were barely in third grade
about all he has hat-would seem
settle the legal iswhen the movie "Animal House" substitutedanyopen
area,including,insomecases,the lost.Hishigh-energyperformance to be more at home at a Willie sues," he said.
was first released.
rivaledanythatonemightexpect Nelsonconcert,"buthewashavThis was not the band's first
Thebandspentaboutanhour benchesofthe booths.
Adding to the overall atmo- - from Axl and his boys.
ing as good a time as everyone trip to Florida. In fact, Otis cites
and 15 minutes rolling through
· . else.
Central Florida as one of his
Otjs attributes the universal- favorite venues.
ity of his appeal to the phenom"I love the whole Daytona
enal success of the movie that and Orlando areas. I hate to
started it all- "Aninlal House." · leave," he added.
"Th~ movie is so well-liked,"
How long will Day go on lighthe said. "People were raised on ing up our nights?
this movie."
"I don't know," he said. "I've
When asked if he ever· gotnoreas.onevertothinkabout
thought the comedy would prove quitting."
to be such a vehicle for his own
Judging by the reaction of
success, Otis replied, "Notonce." the crowd last Thursday night,
He added that almost imme- Otis couldn't be more right.

Francis Allman

Orlan"o

AIDS

Don't die
of emborrassment.

If you think you can't get it, you're dead wrong.

IS SOME.T HING
MISSING·FROM
YOUR LIFE?
Volunteerin.g-can fill in the Pieces!!

Join Volunteer UCF
Volunteer UCF is ready and anxious to introduce.volunt_e ers to the community.
We need your time and ~lent for the following eommitties:
Service-Learning, Volunteer placement, Speeial
projects, Informational library, and P11blieity.

e()/lfe 0.l(dbl"tlfj af tel(dto tk 1irfol'ff(a t/tJl(al/lfeett1f Ule4~rl~ ;!(~e'1 2~ at 5-6//If tir tk
cftaclelft Cel(t~ /"OtJlf( 211.
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Annual Winter Park art festival endures despite wet weekend
Bill Cushing

For the thirty-third year in a row,
the city of Winter Park sponsored its
annual art festival on the sidewalks of
Park Street and in the city's Central
Park itself.
With 254 artists displaying their
work, Central Florida residents had
the opportunity to see the best of both
the area and the state while the entering artists competed for more than
$25,000 in prize money.
This year's Best of Show was
awarded to Louise Cherwak of Indian
Harbour Beach for her pencil drawing
titled "Savannah Deli."
Several Central Florida artists were
honored, inclu_d ing Oveido's Patty
Margerum who won two in the category of photography. Along with
Margerum, other area awardees were:
Deborah Hildinger-Allen of Orlando
(drawing and graphics), Longwood's
Bob Kopec (other mediums), Dennis ·
Weller of Casselbury, Sanford's S. A
Sisaleumsak. Another Orlando award
winner was James -Cook.
Although wet weather filled most of
the afternoon on Sunday, crowds were
still plentiful for the event which kicks
off Spring every year in Winter Park. · Even the work displayed during the Winter Park art fest took cover from the weather.

(Mlctiae1 o.HoowFUTURE)
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~
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~Sports,~ear & SWimsuit Coll1peUtion
~yery·Thur.,s~ay&-N1;at~tl 2&U1 thru-April ~0th, at 8 p.m.
· ·~
· t4t ~ FJnali$! coni~titio~ Sunday, May 3, 1992
"'~

......... -......::

w

ntry blanks are available at the Bumby Gift Shop or in Phineas Phogg's
the day of the contest. Free admission with a Florida driver's 1icense.

129 W. Church St. • Downtown, Orlando •

,•

,
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The Future Sports Quiz
=~

..... ., .., •• •• •• .,. • "" """''" • ••• '''""''' "'''"''" '""'''" ''"' '"' '"''n'

( •:-.:=·":::;.:.
..

1;. "f.::::.W

''":::

WbatteamwontheWorldLeague'scham- ·:i
pionship last aeason?
:~

~ : • " "Football
What NF'1: coach was quoted as saying, !l:
for madmen."
::

::

18

~

What does DNF stand for in track and ~f
=i
field results?
i:
1~: • . :fi::. . What profeesional hockey player had died '.i
~~ \µ,)· bytbetim.ehemadetheNHLAll-Starteam? .;f.
•

~[: •

~re di~ ~undercoachGalenHall work ~:

i::

. :i

pnor to JOJ.m.Dg the team as coach?
Wbatsportscaster'srealnamewas

:~

~

t . . . . . . . . ~~~~.~.~~~~:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~f M:::·
Answers in Thursday's Issue
Thunder head coach Galen Hall looks on like a worried walrus during the frantic
finale of Orlando's 13-9 victory over the Ohio Glory. (Charles K. Morrow1FuruRE)

Sales and Marketing Opportunity

THUNDER

with the nation's leader in college
ma1:'keting an.d media services
Excellent

Financial

FROM PAGE 16

Rewards

Learn management skills and marketing
strategies while implementing on-campus
promotions. Flexible hours. Great beginnings
for a career in the business world start with a
position with American Passage Media Corp.
during the 1992-93 school year. Qontact your
career placement office to sign up for an
interview to be held on March 31, 1992.

r---~-------~--------,

: Buy One, Get One 50% Off :
I
I

1
I
I
I

L

I

When you purchase one food item, receive the

~~m~cl~~m~w~~~¢re

-

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

10615 E. Colonial
Union Park

.

.

-------------------HEADS EAST

Expires April 30, 1992

.. •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Phone ahead for pickup 281-1344

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

100~

HAIRSTYLING
STYLE CUT

•

•

•

•

• •

• •

•

•

•
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I
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STUDENT DISCOUHT •
WITH THIS AD ·
:

$995

Professional Stylists

Appt. or Walk In

Walmart Center
10661 E. Col. Dr.

'The running game's not as
good as it needs to be," Hall said
"Darryl (Clack) made some good
nms but it's still not as good as it
needs oo be. We need oo push off
the line harder.
Wereallyhavenotfaceda team
that comes at us as they have. We
can't go on letting people control
us on the ground thewaytheydid"
As for any questions of the validity of World League foot.ball,
Scott Mirehell hWI this to say.
"Itellyou what, this is no slouch
football It's not the NFL by any
strereh of the imagination but it's
a heck ofa lot tougher then college
ball."

i~---~==========~-~-~--

Please present coupon when ordering. Not valid in combination with other
discounts or special offers. No cash value. Limit 1 coupon per }:>arty per visit.
f~
Valid only at the following Wag's:

!""/IJ IAf;I
WV"#/

all Glory. QhiorunningbackAmir
Rasul capped off a 12-play, 70yard drive that ate eight minutes
off the clock.
The final threat to the Thunder
cmnein the final ~ut.esasGlory
·quarterbackBabe Laufenbergled
his team down field and inside the
Thunder's 20 yard line with one
minute left only oo be intercepted
by Orlando defensive back
Malcolm Frank.
Though the Thtinder had
been a 10-point favorite prior oo
the game, Thunder head coach
Galen Hall said that he di<fnot

underestimate the Gloiy.
"Ididnottaketheteamlightly,"
Hall said "We hadn't played this
team. It's sort ofan uneasy feeling
taking on a team your unfamiliar with."
The Thunder had few problems with their passing attack,
gaining 211 yards in the air compared to the Glory's 78yards passing. On the ground though; the
Gloiy outgainoo Orlando 216-91.
Orlando'sinabilityoofindaconsistent running game produced a
3;3.percent third down conversion
rate that ended several productive drives and held the Thunder
scoreless in the second half.

••
·••

•,1,

••

•
•
••

282-1754 :

·····························••t•~

Get more for your money!
Laigest 2 Bedrooms Near UCF 2 bedroom/2 bath-1,047 sq. ft.
for only $525 per month!
3 bedroom/2 bath at $630!
$200 Deposit, $20 Application Fee.

•

-

t!~

~

Optometrists
:Pharmacists
PhysiCian
Assistants

' Plan a future that soars.
.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grow
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality e~vi
ronmeni where your contributions
are needed .

LSU
FROM PAGE 15
come out in your colors to support the Knights quest to establish the program among the
elite in college baseball ..
"We are going 00 need. student support out at the games if
we want to be successful," head
coach Jay Bergman said.

In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force; Launch now-call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

~

The Best Summer Job
you'll ever have!
In your own hometown.
1-800-443-3059

+

AJafaya Woods Apm.

American
Red Cross

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

3 miles north of UCF at Alafaya Woods Blvd. behind
Publix in Oviedo!

365-8388

SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL
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King of NASCAR, Richard Petty ready to abdicate throne .
Dave Meadows
OUT OF BOUNDS
fter more than 30 years on top of the heap, the
Monarch of Motorsports has finally decided to
abdicate his throne.
Richard Petty, the undisputed King of NASCAR,
announced last Oct. 1 that the 1992 Winston Cup
Racing Series will be his farewell "Fan Appreciation
Tol,_lr" as a driver on the stock car racing circuit.
Being an avid Petty fan myself, I guess that means
that King Richard will appreciate me at some point or
anotheronhisfinallapofthecircuit;that'sOK,though,
because the feeling is mutual.
I feel fortunate to have been blessed with a fairly
decent memory so that I can remember when No. 43
last cruised through Victory Lane in the 1984 Firecracker 400. In a dramatic finish to that race, Petty
edged runner-up Cale Yarborough by less than a car
length to claim his 200th Grand National victory. With
200 wins and holding, King Richard is NASCAR's alltime winningest driver.
Since many ofyou who may be reading this-being
college .students - had yet entered high school when
Petty last took the checkered flag, you may not remember the King's winning ways. Indeed, even Petty himselfremarked that "there are a lot offans under the age

A

RUGBY .
FROM PAGE 16
Indiana· University came to town for
some Southern hospitality but received
a beating from the Knights, who }tept
Indiana scoreless and won 26-0.
Forward Dave Martin has led the
scoring for UCF but everyone has been
contributing, especially kicker Rob
Gingell.
"Gingell is scoring a lot with his foot,"
Diadone said. "He's been very consis-

of 30 who never have seen Richard Petty up front."
At age 54, victory number 201 is not likely to happen
for the second-generation auto racer; time and technology, it seems, have refused to pay homage to the King.
Last month, Petty competed in his 33rd consecutive Daytona 500.
In fact, the only one of the 34 runnings of the
February classic in_whicla King Richard hasn't driven
was the inaugural race of 1959.
~
That race was won by the King's father and mentor, the legendary Lee Petty, three days after he had
crossed the finish line when photos of the race's
conclusion finally showed that the senior Petty had
edged Johnny Beachamp by a nose.
The junior Petty started his first 500 in 1960 and
fulished third behind Junior Johnson and Buddy Johns.
Perhaps that race was a sign of the brilliance that
Richard would come to ·flash at the Speedway on a
regular basis. _
Petty led 184 out 200 laps en route to his first 500
victory in 1964. Runner-up Jimmy Pardue finished
almost three miles -back.
The King has since taken a record seven checkered flags
at Daytona, three more than his nearest competitor, and
has won seven NASCAR Winston Cup Championships.
Seven, it might appear, is the King's lucky number.
In 1966, Petty became the first-ever two-time winner of the 500 when he finished more than lap ahead

a

of runner-up Cale Yarborough. Chuck in checkered
flags for 1971, 1973 and 1974 and two dramatic wins in
'79 and '81 and you'll find that perhaps the only people
who have won more banners than King Richard are the
Boston Celtics.
"fve won two or three Daytona 500's I shouldn't
have," Petty once noted; "I admit it, but rve lost two or
three I shouldn't have, so I guess it all equals out."
Indeed, I still can recall the finish of the '76 edition
of the 500 when Petty and David Pearson, NASCAR's
second-winningest driver, were battling neck and neck.
Petty held a slim lead over Pearson when a blown
tire ii) the home stretch of the final lap kept the King
from crossing the finish line. He finished second
behind Pearson.
King Richard has reigned supreme off the track as
well as on it. Some of his greatest flashes of brilliance,
as a matter offact, have come after bowing out ofa race.
After a blown engine forced his early retirement
from the 1985 Daytona 500, a television announcer
inquired how, with all of the bad luck that he had
recently been having, he could still manage to smile.
"Because," the King replied, "fd hate to cry in front
of all these people."
King Richard will undoubtedly be missed. NASCAR
and Daytona will carry on without him; but it just isn't
going to be the same without old ·No. 43 out there
speeding around the track.

tent."
Gingell, along with the rest of the team,
will need tD step up the scoring drive for
theirnexttwogames. OnMarch28at2p.m.
the team will take on hon Horse Men's
Team on the Intramural Fields.
On April 4 the Knights will travel tD
Gainsville to do battle with the team's arch
rival, the University of Florida.
The team is looking forward to playing
the Garors, who upset UCF in last year's _
state tournament to claim the title of state
champions.

1he Student

Wellnes~

.

Hotd a piece of tape up to your eyes,
dim the lights and try to fill out your
taxes.
Now you're seeing things from her
point of view.
Almost everybody has to file taxes. but not
everyone can do it on their own. Volunteer and
help make someone's taxes less taxing. Call
1800 829-1040. A Public Serv•CP of ~
1
Internal
This Pubhca11011 & ~\.I
LOlnCI

Revenue
Service

iIi

Advocate Team proudly presents:

WELLNESS EXPO '92
Free Food & Prizes

Wednesday, March 25
11 :OOam - 3:00pm
on the Green

Live Music - Davey Rocker, Rebecca Tex and Red Tide by:

:::: CAB ::::

CAMPUS ActlVITIES BIARD

Roller blading, Scuba

diving~

Running, Walking, Cycling,
Rowing, and . . .
FREE MASSAGE!

Come join the FUN!

..

''

FREE SHIR7S to first 30

participants of KNIGH1WALK

11 :00 sharp at the KIOSK

Cf\oductlon

•

-7

'
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Knights to take on national champion
•

Fifth-ranked Fighting Tigers to play March 24, 25
by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

The defending national champion
Louisiana State University Fighting Tigers will come to UCFfor a two-game set
~
on March 24 and 25 at 7 p.m.
The Fighting Tigers, ranked 5th in
the nation in the Collegiate Baseball
polls and 6th in Baseball America, take
in their impressive blend ofpower, speed
and pitching depth against the unranked
tKnights (21-8).
Decimating the College World Series last year, the Tigers managed to
outscore their opponents 48-15, set
.. College
World Series records for average runs per game (12) and showed
exceptional fielding ability, commit"' · ting only one error and posting a .993
fielding percentage.
To add to the list offeats accomplished,
• they also tied the College World Series
mark for homeruns, blasting nine, and
became the only team since 1982 to win
the National Title without giving up a
loss in the NCAA Tournament.
"It's great to have the National Cham• pions come here to UCF to play; it will be
a lot of fun," UCF Sports Information
Director Bob Cefalo said.
The Tigers, coming off a 55-18 record
lost six starting position players from
the 1991 squad, including the College
World Series Most Outstanding Player,

the leading homerun hitter, an AllAmerican, and two second-team AllSEC selections.
Pitching wise, the Tigers lost three
starters that accounted for more than
half of their wins.
Mike Sirotka is the only returning
starter on the LSU pitching Corps. He is
a Collegiate Baseball pre-season AllAmerican with an incredible season last
year, recording an 11-0 record while
posting a 2.80 earned run average as a
junior.
The Tigers also return relief specialist Rick Greene from Miami, who led the
Nation in saves while going 7-2 .
Lloyd Peever, a phenomenal newcomer to their staff, is 7-0 thus far with
a 1.76 earned run average; according to
the Tiger's sports information director,
Herb Vincent, all three are expected to
pitch against the Knights.
Although the series against the Tigers are non-conference games, they are
important because a sweep of the defending national champions could set
the tone for the rest of the season.
- If the Knights get solid pitching and
continue to get offensive support, they
stand a good chance of taking at least
. one game.
"Wins against LSU would give us
momentum early in the week for this
weekend against South Alabama,"
Cefalo said.

Ty Lynch, second for the Knights with a .433 batting average, shows
his technique of swinging the bat. (Chartes K. Morrow/FUTURE)
The Knights' offense has been on fire,
averaging more than eight runs and 10
hits a contest.
"We are hitting the ball better now
than we have all year. We are really
coming together," senior captain Ty
Lynch said.
"What's good about this team is that our
line-upissolidupanddownwitheveiybody
contributing and swinging the bat well," .-.
senior catcher Glen Richardi said
Wins against LSU and South Alabama, which is ranked 17th in Collea
giate Baseball and 25th in Baseball

America, would propel the Knights into
the top 20 and rightfully establish UCF
as a national power.
The importance of playing well this
week goes farther than earning a top 20
ranking; it will also provide a valuable
recruiting base for the future ifthey beat
the defending national ~hampions.
StudentsupportisvitalagainstLSU.
When a lot of fans are out at the park
it tends to pump the players up. So all
hecklers, fraternities and sororities
LSU continued page 13

"1ufnm
house to house,
gettiwpny food or
clothes they
\\Ullldgiyeme.
Thenlhandedit all

•

outto~needy
~mthe
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21GEARS, ALL FORWARD.

LIFE'S A RACE.

You can't afford to wait by the phone.
Class, studies and friends all demand your time.
Motorola Pagers let you go as far and fast as
you want. Never missing something important,
like what's going on tonightt

If you miss the start, you won't even be in it.
Motorola Pagers help you keep on top of jobs,
interviews, parents, friends, and important things.
Like what you're doing tonight.
Save Yourself a t ri/J. Stoll hy ow booth on campus amf µ1ck up your new PacTel µage1 by Mo torola

Look for us near tlle Su1dent Center on Wednesday. March 25 or ar the Library on Th1irsday, March 26.

PAClJTEL
PAGl.NG
For more infonnafi<Jn 740-818 f

.

PACt!~TEL PAGING

®MOTOROLA
AA Mowo·a ano BRAVO J•• !' JC•maiks ot1.lo1o•o•a Inc 1992 MolorO•J Irie

For more infonnation 740-8181

·-JacK Powell
Salisbury. MD

Jack P-0well is one of the little answers to
the big problems facing every communi~ in
·America. And because therearemore peoplethan problems, things will getdone. All
you hove to do is something. Do anything.

A P?!~TNS ?! ~.IC:~T

Save Yourself a tnp. Stop by our booth on campt1s ,1nrl pick up your newPac"ie1 pager by Motorola

LooK for us near the Student Celllt!r cm Wednesday, Mc1rch 25 or at lhe Ltbrary on Thwsrlay. March 26.

neiglibochood.,,

Do something good. Feel aomethlng real.

®MOTOROLA
M. Mo1oroia aoo BRAVO are 1rademan,s of Mo:oro a l"l '992 Mo•o•ota Inc

"WE DARE TO COMPARE" · The National Pizza Chains

'

Doubles Price For:
Would Charge:
2 Large Pepperoni Supremes or
Brand D: $18.99 plus tax
Meateaters Pizzas
Brand P.H.: $20.99 plus tax

University Store

Conway Store

657-6300

898-4800

7579 University Blvd.
At Goldenrcxi Rd..

4310 Curry Ford Rd.

at Comer of Conway Rd.
$12.99 FfAUXS
tt you are unsatisfied for any reason.
- - Limited
- - -delivery
- - -area
- -ensures
- - saftey,
-r.-Your
- -satisfaction
- - - -is guaranteed!
- - - - -Please
-,- speak
- - -to -our-manager
- - -immediately
- - - -,-----------Competitor prices are lowest available as
quoted at time of print -
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BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

I

TWO PIZZAS I
I
$9.99 $6.75

WITH ONE TOPPING
FREE

DELIVERY PLUS TAX
Exp. 417192 LARGE

PLUS TAX

1

SMALL

1

•Additional items SI.42 per topping - Luge $1.0CJ
per topping - Small Covers B~ Pizzas

I

DD~£S

~
r•u,._

LARGE ORDER
SPECIALPRICE

$25 99
•

Pf-~xs

PARTY PACK?
5 Large 2 Item Pizzas
And A

2 Liter Bottle of Coke

I FREE DELIVERY

Exp. 4n/J2

I
I
I
I

I
I

1'\~S

JJ~
p•u.._

no~s

ONE PIZZA

SPECIAL PRICE

I JI~
SPECIAL PRICE
I .,..-,,..._
$9 59 PLUS
I
•
TAX
MONDAY MADNESS 1nouBLES SNACK PACK
One Large One-Item Pizza
2 Small I Item Pizzas.

$3. •99

I

PLUS
TAX

1 CARRY OUT ONLY I HO COUPON NECESSARY

Plus One Order Of Our

I World Famous Bread Sticks
I FREE DELIVERY
Exp. 417/92
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Lady Knights bounced from Sun Belt tomney
Struggles with inexperience, turnovers return to overpower UCF
never played there before."
The Lady toppers continued to move away in the
second half, but a three pointer by Western KenThe old problems have returned.
tucky that made the scor'a 62-21 turned up the heat
The inexperience of the Lady Knights and the high under both teams. UCF scored 24 more points but
number of turnovers that hurt the team early in the could not put a dent in the enormous lead held by the
season came back tc damage UCFs performance in the Lady Toppers.
Sun Belt Conference Tournament overthe spring break.
Western 'Kentucky went on to be the Sun Belt
The Lady Knights went into the first round of the Conference Champions and advanced to the NCAA
tournament against Western Kentucky. 'the last time tournament.
the two teams met UCF lost in overtime, 90-77.
Scoring for the Lady Knights was led by Sun Belt
But this time Western Kentuckywouldn'tletthemcome Conference Freshman-of-the -Year Tamika Coley with
that close, rolling over UCF by a final score of 89-45.
12 points and nine rebounds. Coley started 27 of 28
The Lady Toppers came out strong and seemingly games for the Lady Knights and scored 489 total points
unstoppable. Only 5:30 into the game West.em Kentucky for the season. Of those points, 111 came from free
held a 15-2 lead, and the ball was rolling. Just three throws. Coley also led the team in rebounds with 280
minutes later the Lady Toppers pulled out to a 24-8 lead for the season.
and that was as close as the Lady Knights would get.
Overall Falkenberg is happy with the season. The
UCF only shot 24 percent from the floor in the first half Lady Knights finished with al0-18 record.
and they couldn't stop the 50 percent shooting by Western
"I felt there were one or two more games we should have
Kentucky. The Lady Knights turned the ball over 18 times won and didn't," Falkenberg said ''But I think the team
came vezy close to their potential and that is success."
and only scored 14 total points before the break.
UCF Coach Gail Falkenberg felt the mistakes were
The Lady Knights will be losing four seniors for next
due to the inexperience ofthe team in tournament play. year: guard Nicole Dauria, guard Brinda Green, guard
The Lady Knights did not make it into post-season Kala Loomis and forward Yolanda Rhodes.
Rhodes, who started all 28 games, ends the season
tournament play last year.
"They were nervous," Falkenberg said. "They did with 419 points, second highest on the team. Loomis
not play at the level they normally do; The tourna- was third with 315. Green was second on the team in
ment was a bit overwhelming to a group that has free throws with 86, for 279 total points.

by Jenny Duncanson
STAFF REPORTER
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Guard Luz Lopez watches her bounce pass in
flight towards a teammate. (Michael o.HoQ91Fu1uRE)

UCF Rugby Club regains forn1 to down Tarheels
by Jenny Duncanson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

St. Patrick's Day means something
different to a rugby player. For the UCF
Rugby Club it meant the annual St.
Patrick's Day Tournament in Savannah, Georgia.
The event is held by the Savannah
Men's Club in the midst of the St.
Patrick" festival held every year in
Savannah. The tournament attracts
both collegiate and men's teams from
all over the East Coast.
The Knights were coming off three
weeks without a game and found diffi-

,
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cultygettingbackintotheswingofthings.
The first opponent for the Knights
was the men's team from West Palm.
UCF was only able to score on a penalty
kick by Rob Gingell and lost 6-3.
The second team UCF faced was the
Clemson Old Boys, the alumni team
from Clemson University. The Knights
scored more points but still fell, 16-13.
The Clemson Old Boys went on to win
the tournament.
The final opponent for UCF was the
University of North Carolina. This time
the Knights pulled together and came
out on top, 13-3.

"The three weeks off really hurt us in
the beginning," said UCF back Jason
Williams. "But we played really well
against North Carolina."
"We're playing great," said UCF club
presidentFrankDiadone. "When we played
in Savannah, we mixed in some new guys
and gave everyone some experience."
After the break UCF returned home
to host the University of Columbia from
New York. UCF was host but not gracious as they defeated Columbia, 18-13.
Two days later the rugby team from
RUGBY continued page 14
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